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CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION (CPR) has been the subject of both anecdotes and descriptive research studies, which have resulted in an important step forward in medicine. Unfortunately, few attempts have been made to dispute the dogma surrounding aspects of the physiology and drug management of CPR. Indeed, since the advent of CPR in 1960 when external chest compressions were described by Kouwenhoven and Jude at The Johns Hopkins Hospital until very recently,¹ the techniques and theories behind its use went unquestioned.

A number of questions and controversies about the physiology and pharmacology of CPR have arisen in the last few years (table 1). For example, it is still not well understood why blood flows during CPR. As new information appears regarding mechanisms of blood flow, there is hot debate over how clinical guidelines for chest compressions should be altered. Anatomic differences between infants, older children, and adults that affect their responses to CPR have just begun to be addressed. Again, the effect of these findings on clinical practice is yet to be determined. In addition, many researchers are investigating the effects of drugs such as calcium blockers on vital organ blood flow during ischemia, and the results of these studies may affect our practice of advanced CPR. New information regarding glucose metabolism and acid-base factors during ischemia may also alter the clinical practice of CPR.

In fact, a number of changes were made in the American Heart Association’s recommendations for CPR in 1986.² These changes addressed both mechanical and pharmacological aspects of CPR. For example, the number of chest compressions per minute have been increased for adults from 60 to a minimum of 80 and preferably 100 per minute. This change is consistent with both the cardiac pump and thoracic pump theories of blood flow during CPR. Changes have been made also in recommendations covering the indiscriminate use of sodium bicarbonate and calcium chloride. For CPR in children, hand position for chest compressions has been altered to

conform with the true anatomy of the child. All of these changes are discussed below in greater detail. We have not attempted to write an exhaustive repetition of the Standards and Guidelines of Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation and Emergency Cardiac Care, but to critically review the literature in order to elucidate some of the controversial issues of clinical CPR.

Animal and Human Physiology

Differences between human physiology and that of other species need to be closely addressed if animal studies of CPR are to be interpreted correctly. The compliance and geometry of the chests of various species differ greatly from those of the human chest, and these differences affect mechanical maneuvers needed to generate blood pressure during CPR. For example, the chest of many breeds of dogs is keel-shaped, so that chest compression in the anterior-posterior axis may not result in adequate blood pressure until a threshold of compression is reached (see below). The use of infant piglets is favored over young dogs in CPR studies because of their broader chest shape, similar to that of humans. On the other hand, large pigs are less useful because their chest compliance is low, making chest compressions very difficult.

The pharmacokinetics of various anesthetic drugs also differs from species to species. Narcotics, for example, affect many animal species differently than they affect humans. In addition, some animals have higher baseline cerebral blood flow values than humans, and absolute values must be interpreted in that light. On the other hand, the physiology of the myocardial and cerebral vasculature are similar in all vertebrates, so that physiological effects, such as response to adrenergic drugs and endogenous sympathetic stimulation, are comparable. All of these concerns about the comparability of animals and humans apply to the animal studies presented below.

Mechanisms of Blood Flow during CPR

HISTORY

For several decades after Kouwenhoven's original description of closed-chest CPR, it generally was assumed that antegrade blood flow during external chest compression resulted from the direct squeezing of the heart between the sternum and spine. If a "cardiac pump" mechanism generates blood flow during external chest compression or "systole," then the ventricles are compressed to a greater extent than the atria in order to generate a ventricular-atrial pressure gradient that will close the atrioventricular valves. Ventricular ejection is accompanied by a reduction in ventricular volume. During chest relaxation or "diastole," ventricular pressure decreases below atrial pressure, leading to opening of the atrioventricular valves and ventricular filling. These cardiac dynamics and flow events mimic a normal cardiac cycle and are operative in open-chest cardiac resuscitation (fig. 1). Several observations of CPR in the 1960s and 1970s were, however, inconsistent with this "cardiac pump" mechanism. Weale and Rothwell-Jackson noted that external chest compression produced equivalent increases in arterial and right atrial pressure. Other clinical observations also raised questions about direct cardiac compression as a sole mechanism of generating blood flow. Rudikoff et al. noted that closed-chest CPR failed to generate a measurable blood pressure in some patients with flail sternal segments, a circumstance that should permit direct cardiac compression more readily. Only when the chest was stabilized by external binding could blood pressure be generated. Despite these observations, it was not until the dramatic observation of Criley in 1976 that the direct cardiac compression hypothesis was questioned seriously. He reported that several patients who developed ventricular fibrillation during cardiac catheterization could preserve a cardiac output adequate to preserve consciousness by repetitively coughing and phasically elevating intrathoracic pressure. This observation of "cough CPR" focused much subsequent research on whether direct cardiac compression or large fluctuation in intrathoracic pressure was responsible for blood flow during CPR.

THORACIC PUMP MECHANISM

In 1980, Rudikoff et al. demonstrated that maneuvers that increased intrathoracic pleural pressure during external chest compression caused increases of intrathoracic vascular pressures. These increased pressures led to increases in carotid blood flow during CPR, suggesting a new mechanism to account for the forward blood flow during closed-chest CPR. This "thoracic pump" hypothesis proposed that blood flow produced by external chest...
compression could be generated by phasic changes in intrathoracic pressure without direct compression of the heart.\textsuperscript{4,7} According to this model, external chest compression produces a generalized elevation of intrathoracic pressure that is transmitted equally to all cardiac chambers and intrathoracic vascular structures. This increase in intravascular pressure is transmitted from the intrathoracic to the extrathoracic arteries. Because of competent venous valves, venous collapse at the thoracic inlet, and a highly compliant extrathoracic venous system, pressure is not transmitted to the extrathoracic veins. Unequal transmission of vascular pressure from the arterial to the venous system provides a gradient for extrathoracic blood flow.\textsuperscript{4,7} Implied in the “thoracic pump” mechanism is the antegrade flow of blood through an open mitral valve during chest compression. During “diastole,” intrathoracic pressure falls below that of the extrathoracic venous pressure and blood returns to the lungs. The heart plays no active role as a blood pump in this scenario, but serves only as a passive conduit (fig. 1).

Much experimental data supporting the “thoracic pump” mechanism has accumulated over the past several years. Two studies have confirmed a close correlation between the increase in intrapleural pressures and the change in intrathoracic vascular pressures during chest compression.\textsuperscript{8,9} Equal pressure increases in all cardiac chambers and thoracic vascular structures have been measured repeatedly during chest compression. Rudikoff \textit{et al.} and Niemann \textit{et al.} have demonstrated the existence of a peripheral vascular gradient sufficient to satisfy the “thoracic pump” theory in the form of a large pressure gradient between the extrathoracic jugular veins and the right atrium during chest compression in dogs and humans.\textsuperscript{4,9} Two-dimensional echocardiographic studies during CPR in both dogs\textsuperscript{9} and humans\textsuperscript{10,11} have shown that, during chest compression, the aortic and mitral valve are open and the left ventricular dimensions are not reduced. Angiographic studies with contrast injection in the pulmonary vein and the left atrium have confirmed that blood flows through the left atrium and the open mitral valve to the left ventricle and aorta during a single chest compression and from the vena cava to the lung during diastole.\textsuperscript{3,12} In addition, Niemann \textit{et al.} also demonstrated angiographically that there is a decrease in aortic diameter during chest compression in dogs.\textsuperscript{9} If direct cardiac compression were responsible for ejection, an increase rather than a reduction in aortic diameter would be expected. These findings are predicted by the “thoracic pump” theory, in which the heart is a conduit and not a pump.

\textbf{Evidence for Cardiac Pump Mechanism}

Most CPR investigators now accept that the “thoracic pump” is responsible for antegrade blood flow with cough CPR, simultaneous compression and ventilation CPR (SCV-CPR), and vest CPR. These are all techniques that involve the diffuse application of energy to the thoracic vasculature (see below). The mechanism of blood flow during modes of CPR delivery that involve the focal application of energy, such as closed-chest manual or mechanical piston CPR, remains controversial.

Babbs \textit{et al.} presented evidence suggesting that direct cardiac compression does occur in small dogs.\textsuperscript{13} Weisfeldt and Halperin have commented that direct cardiac compression was noted when very high chest-compression forces were used during some of their experiments, but these forces produced intrathoracic and intraabdominal trauma.\textsuperscript{14} Investigators from Duke University Medical School have recently published evidence to support a role
Dynamics of Cardiac Valve Closure

Aspects of cardiac valve closure are important in determining which mechanism of blood flow is applicable during CPR. Orderly closing and opening of valves is evidence for the cardiac pump mechanism. If, however, the cardiac valves remain open during external cardiac compression, there is evidence for a "thoracic pump" mechanism of blood flow, since the heart serves only as a passive conduit in this instance. Feneley et al. demonstrated with twodimensional echocardiography in dogs undergoing high-rate manual CPR that the mitral valve closed rapidly and that the left ventricle became deformed with chest compression. Left atrial echocardiographic bubble contrast injections confirmed that antegrade mitral valve flow did not occur during these high-impulse compressions. In contrast, the mitral valve remained open during low-impulse CPR when low-velocity, prolonged compressions were used. Deshmukh et al. also provided echocardiographic evidence of a cardiac pump mechanism. During mechanical CPR in arrested minipigs, both two-dimensional and M mode echocardiography revealed closure of the mitral valve during chest compression for the first 5–10 min of CPR. Mitral valve motion diminished with more prolonged CPR only in those animals who could not be resuscitated. In contrast, Werner et al. revealed open mitral and tricuspid valves during the entire cycle of CPR. In this case, valve closure is not necessary for forward blood flow and the heart appears to act as a passive conduit for passage of blood.

Rate and Duty Cycle

Further insight into the mechanisms of blood flow during CPR has emerged from studies that have evaluated the hemodynamic changes and the cerebral and myocardial blood flow in response to changes in both the duty cycle and the rate of chest compression during CPR (fig. 2). Duty cycle is defined as the ratio, stated as a percent, of the duration of the compression phase to that of the whole compression-relaxation cycle. For example, at a rate of 30 compressions per minute, a 1-s compression equals a 50% duty cycle.

If blood flow is generated by direct cardiac compression, then the stroke volume will be determined by the force of compression. Prolonging compression and, thus, increase of the duty cycle beyond the time necessary to achieve complete ventricular ejection should have no further effect on stroke volume. Increasing the compression rate will enhance cardiac output, since a fixed volume is ejected with each compression. On the other hand, when blood flow is produced by the "thoracic pump," the mechanism of flow is analogous to a pressure pump. In this instance, blood must be ejected from the large-capacitance thoracic vasculature for systemic blood flow to.
occur. Thus, with the thoracic pump mechanism, flow will be enhanced by increasing both the compressive force and the duty cycle, but will not be affected by changes in compression rate over a wide range of compression rates. These predictions assume that venous return does not become a limiting factor during CPR, but no data is available regarding this variable. Mathematical models of the cardiovascular system have confirmed that, if blood flow is due to the thoracic pump mechanism, then it is determined by both the applied force and the compression duration. They also show that if direct compression of the heart is a primary determinant of flow, the compression rate and force and not the duration of compression will determine flow.

Halperin et al. have examined this question of rate and duty-cycle dependency of blood flow to critical organs during CPR. These investigators measured hemodynamic variables and cerebral and myocardial blood flow in response to varying duty cycles (15–45%) and compression rates (60–150 per minute) in three groups of dogs. One group received closed-chest manual CPR, and a second group received vest CPR—a method of CPR that increases intrathoracic pressure without changing chest dimensions. A third group received CPR by either open-chest cardiac massage or by having the piston of a pneumatic compressor placed directly on the heart after the sternum was removed. In the vest-CPR group, increases in perfusion pressures and flows were produced by increasing the duty cycle from 15 to 45%. Changing the compression rates from 60 to 150 with a constant duty cycle did not increase regional flows. However, in the open-chest cardiac compression group, increasing the compression rate but not the duty cycle increased myocardial perfusion pressures and flows. In addition, the results of the closed-chest manual CPR group were equivalent to those of the vest-CPR group: cerebral and myocardial blood flow and perfusion pressures were increased by prolonging the duty cycle but were unresponsive to rate changes. This study provided further compelling evidence for a thoracic pump mechanism of forward blood flow during manual CPR in dogs. Fitzgerald et al. demonstrated that, at a fixed duty cycle in dogs with closed-chest manual CPR, cardiac output was unchanged with compression rates between 60 and 120. At a constant compression rate of 60 per minute, cardiac output was maximized with a duty cycle of 40% but deteriorated dramatically with either extremely short or long duty cycles.

The effect on cardiac output and myocardial blood flow of varying compression rates was also examined by Maier et al. Using high-impulse manual chest compressions in a dog CPR model, these investigators demonstrated that a stepwise increase in compression rate from 60 per minute increased cardiac output but not stroke volume. At 100 and 150 per minute, cardiac output was enhanced by 150 and 230%, respectively. Coronary blood flow was not augmented by increasing compression rate. The increase in cardiac output in this study could also be attributed to a concomitant increase in duty cycle. The duty cycle can increase when the compression rate increases if the absolute time of compression remains the same at a higher rate. If this were the case, the study would be supportive of the thoracic pump and not the cardiac pump mechanism of antegrade blood flow.

The efficacy of the high-impulse rapid-compression CPR technique is supported by the work of Feneley et al. Dogs subjected to a higher chest-compression rate (120/minute) were resuscitated more successfully to a life-sustaining rhythm than those receiving slower chest compressions (60/minute) (12 of 15 versus 2 of 19 animals). In addition, the fast-compression-rate group of animals had a better 24-h survival rate (62% versus 15% for the slower-rate group) and less neurologic damage. The better survival in the fast-compression-rate group correlated with a higher aortic diastolic pressure and myocardial perfusion pressure. In this study, an attempt was made to achieve the same duty cycle in both groups. Duty cycle was not directly measured but, rather, was calculated from an aortic pressure tracing, which could lead to a false assumption if peripheral vasoconstriction with prolonged arterial runoff exists. In this case, duty cycle might be overestimated by measuring the timing of the aortic pressure tracing.

Halperin's study discussed above supported the conclusions of a CPR study in humans by Taylor et al. in 1973. These investigators measured common carotid blood flow by ultrasonic Doppler flowmeter during mechanical, closed-chest CPR in humans performed by a pneumatic piston chest-compression device. Duty cycle and force of compressions were controlled by a computer. The study demonstrated that the effectiveness of chest compressions depended on duty cycle rather than on rate. At a constant rate of 60 compressions per minute, flows progressively increased as duty cycle was increased from 30 to 60%. Changing the compression rate from 40 to 80 per minute with a duty cycle of 60% did not enhance these flows.

Thus, it appears from the experimental animal data and more limited human data that both the "thoracic pump" and "cardiac pump" mechanisms can effectively generate blood flow during closed-chest CPR. Discrepancies among the results of various studies may be attributed to differences in CPR models and compression techniques. These differences may involve issues of chest compliance and geometry, maturity of different animal species, or chest compression techniques. The differences in techniques may include magnitude of sternal displacement, compression force and momentum of chest compression, compression rate, or duty cycle.
The 1986 American Heart Association guidelines for CPR and Emergency Cardiac Care have increased the recommended rate of chest compression rate from 60 to 100. This change represents a compromise between advocates of the “thoracic pump” mechanism and those who support the mechanism of blood flow by direct cardiac compression. On the basis of their canine studies, Maier et al. recommended an increase in the chest compression rate to 120 per minute. Proponents of the “thoracic pump” mechanism have suggested that more emphasis be placed on the duration of compression and a chest compression rate be chosen that can most readily achieve a duty cycle of 50%. At a rate of 60 per minute, a pause between chest compressions is required to achieve a 50% duty cycle. This is tiring and difficult to accomplish for the rescuer. A faster rate of approximately 100 per minute more readily permits the resuscitator to achieve a 50% duty cycle and satisfies those who recommend faster chest compressions.

Newer CPR Techniques

Simultaneous Compression-Ventilation CPR

An understanding of the mechanisms of blood flow during CPR has led to research and development of new CPR techniques. Some of these new CPR modes require sophisticated mechanical equipment and intubation of the patient’s trachea and are therefore not suitable for the initiation of basic CPR. Other techniques are relatively simple but clinical evaluation has not proved their superior efficacy.

If phasic elevations of intrathoracic pressure can generate blood flow during CPR then, for the same sternal displacement, manipulations that augment intrapleural and intrathoracic vascular pressures should increase antegrade blood flow during CPR. Several innovative mechanical techniques have been investigated over the past several years in both the research laboratory and in clinical trials. None of these newer techniques have as yet been approved by the American Heart Association for use during CPR.

Simultaneous compression and ventilation CPR (SCV-CPR) was a logical development based on the thoracic pump mechanism of blood flow during CPR. Chandra et al. demonstrated that the simultaneous application of external chest compression and ventilation at high airway pressure (80–100 mmHg) is a technique that increases intrathoracic pressure when compared with conventional closed-chest CPR. This technique has produced greater increases of aortic blood pressure, cardiac output, and carotid blood flow in both human and animal CPR studies than conventional CPR techniques. Subsequent studies have confirmed the efficacy of this technique in enhancing cardiac output and regional cerebral and coronary blood flow in canine models of CPR. However, in infant piglets and small dogs, SCV-CPR does not surpass standard CPR in raising intrathoracic pressure, systemic blood pressure, or critical organ perfusion. Perhaps the particular chest geometry and compliance in these small animals allow high intrathoracic pressure to be achieved by standard CPR.

Vest CPR

CPR performed by the phasic inflation at high pressure by 280–350 cm H₂O of a circumferential chest vest has been investigated in the laboratory as a mode of CPR that does not need complex simultaneous ventilation devices. Vest CPR is a method of increasing intrathoracic pressure by phasically inflating a bladder around an animal’s chest, in order to increase intrathoracic pressure, without significantly changing the dimensions of the chest. Clinical trials with this technique are in progress. The advantages of vest CPR over standard CPR are twofold. Intrathoracic pressure is increased by a uniform, circumferential decrease in chest dimensions rather than by the focal distortion of a relatively small area of the chest. Trauma to the chest wall and viscera, a frequent complication of standard CPR, might also be obviated. In dogs, vest CPR at very high inflating vest pressures (greater than 300 mmHg) generated cerebral and myocardial blood flows equal to prearrest values. However, these animals frequently suffered severe myocardial and pulmonary contusions. At lower inflating pressures (280 mmHg), cerebral blood flow was maintained at prearrest values while myocardial flows were reduced by 50%. No visceral trauma was produced in these groups of animals.

Abdominal Compression

Abdominal binding or continuous abdominal pressure during conventional or SCV-CPR has increased aortic pressure and carotid blood flow in both human and animal studies. These maneuvers increase intrathoracic pressure during chest compression by limiting the caudad movement of the diaphragm and preventing the dissipation of the intrathoracic pressure that is generated. In addition, abdominal binding may also redirect blood flow from below the diaphragm, resulting in an increase in central blood volume. The increase in systolic and diastolic aortic pressures generated by abdominal binding has not been shown to increase myocardial perfusion pressure. There is an increase in right atrial pressure that exceeds the increase in aortic diastolic pressure and subsequently decreases myocardial perfusion pressure. In this study, left atrial pressure is not measured and so right atrial pressure is used as the downstream pressure. Subsequent studies also have confirmed that abdominal bind-
ing in dogs fails to increase regional myocardial blood flow when compared with conventional CPR alone.\textsuperscript{35} When applied during SCV-CPR, abdominal binding decreases the cerebral perfusion pressure. This occurs because of transmission of intrathoracic pressure to the intracranial vault, resulting in increased intracranial pressure. The increase in downstream pressure more than offsets the increase in upstream carotid pressure, resulting in a lowered cerebral perfusion pressure.\textsuperscript{30}

The hemodynamic effects of military antishock trousers (MAST) during closed chest CPR has been found to mimic the vascular effects of abdominal binding.\textsuperscript{37,38} Aortic systolic and diastolic pressures were greater than with standard CPR alone. Right atrial and intracranial pressures were also increased, however, so that myocardial and cerebral perfusion pressures did not increase. Several clinical studies have also demonstrated that MAST-augmented CPR does not increase the survival rate from cardiac arrest.\textsuperscript{39,40}

Interposed abdominal counterpulsation CPR (IAC-CPR) consists of the application of interposed abdominal compression either manually or by phasic inflation of a circumferential vest around the abdomen, during the relaxation phase of the chest compression cycle of conventional CPR.\textsuperscript{41} No compression is applied to the abdomen during chest compression. This technique involves the participation of at least two resuscitators. Babbs \textit{et al.} has suggested that IAC-CPR be considered as an example of a third mechanism for blood flow generation during CPR, the “abdominal pump.”\textsuperscript{42} This abdominal pump resembles an intra-aortic balloon pump. Abdominal counterpulsation increases venous return and also compresses the abdominal aorta to produce retrograde aortic flow, closing the aortic valve and enhancing aortic diastolic pressure. Since the abdominal compression partially sustains the increase in intrathoracic pressure of the chest compression phase, an increase in the effective duty cycle may be an additional physiologic effect of IAC-CPR.\textsuperscript{43} The efficacy of this CPR mode has been demonstrated by Babbs \textit{et al.} in an electrical model of the circulation.\textsuperscript{20} In animal experiments, cardiac output, systemic oxygen uptake, and both cerebral blood flow and myocardial blood flow are substantially enhanced by this technique when compared with standard CPR.\textsuperscript{44,45} Walker \textit{et al.} demonstrated a 450% increase in cerebral cortical flow with IAC-CPR.\textsuperscript{46} Voorhees \textit{et al.} demonstrated that interposed abdominal counterpulsation and epinephrine during CPR can produce cerebral blood flow values during CPR that are indistinguishable from control values.\textsuperscript{47} Clinical studies by Berryman \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{47} and Howard \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{48} demonstrated an increase in mean arterial pressure and myocardial perfusion pressure during IAC-CPR when compared with standard CPR. There was, however, no improvement in long-term clinical outcome. A number of laboratory\textsuperscript{45,49} and clinical studies\textsuperscript{47,50} have failed to demonstrate an increase in the frequency of complications, including hepatic laceration or esophageal regurgitation, with IAC-CPR compared to standard CPR. The technique does have potential weaknesses, however. It is difficult to perform because of the need for an extra rescuer. Although studies have not shown an increase in the rate of complications due to abdominal trauma, larger series may show this to be a problem. As of yet, no long-term studies have shown an increased survival using this method, so further work needs to be done before the technique is incorporated into standard CPR practice.

These newer techniques of CPR have not yet been accepted into clinical practice because of some of the limitations already alluded to. The use of SCV-CPR is difficult in the clinical arena because of the need for intubation of the patient’s trachea and for delivery of high airway pressure. It has been more successful in dog studies in successfully resuscitating the heart than conventional closed-chest CPR. On the other hand, human studies that definitely prove the efficacy of the technique have not been performed. The anatomical and size differences between dogs and humans may also play a critical role in the utility of this technique. The chest shape of the dog may be sufficiently different from the human chest to allow different mechanisms to play a role in the generation of blood flow during CPR. SCV-CPR would have no advantage over conventional closed-chest CPR if direct cardiac compression is important in humans.

Vest CPR also depends on the use of sophisticated equipment, making it difficult and cumbersome in the field. At this juncture, its use is theoretical and allows us to differentiate various mechanisms of blood flow during CPR in the laboratory setting. Abdominal compressions, either in a continuous or interposed fashion, have had mixed results. Even though aortic pressure is increased by these methods, perfusion pressure of vital organs is not, so ultimate outcome may not be favored.

It is possible then, if clinical studies in humans substantiate some of the animal data, that these techniques could be utilized in order to maximize regional blood flow during CPR. With the use of microprocessor systems to control inflation of abdominal and chest vests and with the increased sophistication of hospital and field personnel, techniques such as SCV-CPR might be used both in and out of the hospital.

\textbf{OPEN-CHEST CARDIAC MASSAGE}

The use of open-chest cardiac massage has been replaced primarily by closed-chest CPR since the early 1960s. Nevertheless, there continue to be a number of indications for its use and some physiologic studies have shown it to be superior to closed-chest CPR in generating blood flow.
Physiology—Generation of Blood Flow. The generation of blood flow with open-chest CPR is better than with closed-chest CPR in most studies. Weiser et al. found cardiac output to be three times greater in dogs treated with open-chest CPR than in those having closed-chest CPR. In addition, they found significant improvement in aortic mean pressure with open-chest CPR. Bircher et al. also showed improvement in hemodynamic variables and coronary and cerebral perfusion pressures when open-chest CPR was instituted in dogs following a trial of closed-chest CPR. In addition, EEG activity and pupillary findings were improved with open-chest CPR. Sanders et al. showed that open-chest CPR, when performed after 15 min of closed-chest CPR, significantly improved coronary perfusion pressure and the rate of successful resuscitation. After 20–25-min periods of closed-chest CPR in a separate experiment, hemodynamic variables were improved. The lower coronary and cerebral perfusion pressure during closed-chest CPR compared to open-chest CPR is due to generation of higher right atrial pressure (used to measure coronary perfusion pressure) and intracranial pressure.

Del Guercio et al. compared open-chest and closed-chest CPR in a human study. They found that the stroke index and cardiac index were higher and the mean circulation time shorter when open-chest CPR was performed.

Indications. The American Heart Association’s Standards and Guidelines for CPR and ECC propose several indications for open-chest CPR. These include cardiac arrest secondary to penetrating chest trauma, anatomic chest-wall abnormalities that make closed-chest CPR impossible, cardiac tamponade, cardiac arrest in the face of critical aortic stenosis, cardiac arrest during surgery in which the chest is already opened, crushed chest injury, cardiac arrest secondary to hypothermia, cardiac arrest secondary to a ruptured aortic aneurysm when cardiopulmonary bypass facilities are immediately available, and failure of adequately applied closed-chest CPR.

The last point causes the most controversy. Kern et al. discussed this issue and brought up a number of controversial areas including the definition of ineffective closed-chest CPR and the timing of instituting open-chest CPR when closed-chest CPR has failed. They performed experiments to determine if the time of initiation of open-chest CPR following closed-chest CPR influences the success of resuscitation. The study demonstrated that open-chest CPR may improve initial resuscitation success when applied early. It appears that open-chest CPR is more effective in improving the rate of successful resuscitation if efforts at ineffective closed-chest compressions are not continued for very long periods.

Thus, there is evidence that open-chest CPR is superior to closed-chest CPR in improving blood pressure and blood flow. Nevertheless, open-chest CPR is not a means of CPR that can be employed by lay people or by most physicians. There are firm indications for open-chest CPR as published by the American Heart Association but controversy continues regarding its use in patients with nontraumatic cardiac arrest. Future studies should be aimed at determining the timing of instituting open-chest CPR when closed-chest CPR is unsuccessful at restoring spontaneous circulation.

Position of Chest Compression in Children

Another change in the mechanical delivery of closed-chest CPR, recommended by the American Heart Association Standards and Guidelines for CPR and ECC, is the sternal landmark position for chest compression in infants. Previously, the position of the heart in infants was thought to be more cephalad than in adults, possibly because of lung deflation in the postmortem period, so the recommendation was that chest compressions be applied over the midsternum during closed-chest CPR. Chest compressions over this location might also reduce the possibility of abdominal visceral injury. Recent radiological studies by Orlowski and Phillips et al. demonstrated that the heart lies under the lower third of the sternum in infants and children.

In the infant, the recommended point of compression is one finger breadth below the intersection of the intermammary line and the sternum. In the child, the heel of the compressing hand is placed one finger breadth cephalad to the junction of rib cage and the sternum.

Differences in Chest Geometry and Compliance

Distinct differences are found in chest compliance and geometry of the thoracic cavity when infants, older children, and adults are compared. These differences in chest properties may alter the relationship between the degree of sternal displacement and intrathoracic and intravascular pressures generated by chest compression, or may determine whether or not there is direct compression of the heart. For example, in the infant with its very compliant chest, a certain amount of sternal displacement (as a percent of the total anteroposterior chest diameter) might more readily allow for direct compression of the heart or an augmentation of intrathoracic pressure during conventional CPR.

Babbs et al. demonstrated that various modes of CPR affect cardiac output differently when they are applied to animals of different sizes. In large dogs, which have an anteroposterior diameter greater than that of adult humans, SCV-CPR generated a higher cardiac output than conventional CPR modalities. In smaller dogs, conventional and SCV-CPR generated equal levels of cardiac output. The authors suggested that, in the larger an-
imals, external chest compression probably generates blood flow by the thoracic pump mechanism, whereas in smaller dogs with more compliant chests either cardiac output was the result of direct cardiac compression or equal and high levels of intrathoracic pressure were generated by both techniques.

Our group of investigators hypothesized that differences in chest geometry between infant and adult animals accounted for the efficacy of standard CPR in the infant animal model and its inability to generate adequate cardiac output in adult animals.61 We attempted to delineate alterations in chest geometry occurring in 2-week-old, 1-month-old, and 3-month-old piglets during conventional CPR and to correlate the different patterns of alteration with the amount of intrathoracic vascular pressure generated. We found that alteration in chest geometry during CPR did depend on the age of the animal.61 The magnitude of the intrathoracic vascular pressure generated during chest compression depended on the chest stiffness of the animals in each age group and so was related to changes in chest geometry. We proposed a thoracic index to quantify the relationship between chest geometry and response to CPR. If the thorax is conceived as an elliptical cylinder, the thoracic index describes the ratio of the anteroposterior to lateral chest diameter. With a thoracic index less than one, ejection occurs with any amount of compression and the displacement of the chest needed for flow does not need to reach a threshold level. If the thoracic index is greater than one, as in the dog, there is a threshold of displacement of the chest before which ejection of blood does not take place.

Despite high compression forces, negligible fractional anteroposterior displacement could be obtained in the older (3-month-old) piglets. The geometric threshold for ejection, in this case, was not exceeded, and positive intrathoracic pressure was not generated. In contrast, younger animals, with their more compliant chests, develop significant permanent chest deformity, and so, just after beginning CPR, develop a thoracic index less than unity. As a result, positive ejection of blood from the thoracic cavity is easily obtained, resulting in adequate cerebral and myocardial blood flow. As chest deformity develops, the thoracic index decreases, and a greater ejection of blood would be predicted for a given pulsatile chest displacement. In animals with a thoracic index of 1.1, as seen in younger piglets, moderate chest deformity would overcome the displacement threshold and result in blood flow.61 We previously showed that, within minutes of instituting conventional CPR with anterior chest compressions, a 20% deformity of the initial anteroposterior diameter of the infant piglets' chest developed, leading to superior cerebral and myocardial blood flow.26

In the human, the thoracic index is less than one in all age groups. The newborn has a thoracic index of .75, decreasing to .64 in the older infant, .60 in the 6–8-year-old, and .59 to .64 in the adult.58 These indices may reveal the reason for the difference in efficacy of CPR between animal studies and those in humans. With a thoracic index less than one, conventional CPR would be expected to generate higher amounts of blood flow for a given pulsatile displacement of the chest. In infants, whose chest compliance is high enough to allow for adequate displacement of the chest, CPR would be expected to be especially effective, and there would be no threshold for displacement, according to the model. Thus, it is possible that CPR in humans is more efficacious in infants than in older children or adults due to these concerns of size and compliance. Clinical human studies might help in determining what parameters of chest displacement or type of CPR (e.g., conventional or SCV-CPR) should be used for the particular age group in question. In adults, whose chest compliance is lower than that of children, the generation of higher intrathoracic pressure might be beneficial.

For animal studies of CPR, a model should be chosen that is as similar as possible to the human in terms of chest size and compliance, i.e., it should have a thoracic index less than one and have a similar compliance. Thus, we have chosen to use infant piglets, which have a thoracic index of nearly one. For adult animal preparations, dogs have been used because they have a similar chest compliance, although their thoracic index is greater than that of humans. In addition, to choose an appropriate model, compliance and thoracic index must be taken account of in interpreting animal studies. Sufficient force of chest compression needs to be used to overcome the threshold for ejection of blood in animals with chests having a thoracic index greater than one. When studying mechanism of flow, the particular chest compliance and displacement of the chest wall should be recorded in order to determine their similarity to those of humans.

Adrenergic Drug Effects

Shortly after the initial descriptions of closed-chest CPR were published, the use of adrenergic agonists during resuscitation was described.63 In 1963, Redding and Pearson showed in a dog model of CPR that earlier administration of epinephrine during an arrest improved the success rate of resuscitation.62 In a later study, they demonstrated that an increase in the aortic diastolic pressure was responsible for this improved outcome.63 They postulated that vasopressors such as epinephrine were of value because they improved peripheral vascular tone.

Yakaitis et al. investigated the relative importance of alpha- and beta-adrenergic agonist action of epinephrine during resuscitation.64 Only 27% of dogs that received both alpha-receptor blocking agents and beta-adrenergic agonists, such as isoproterenol, were resuscitated suc-
The contractile state of the myocardium is enhanced by the beta-adrenergic effects of epinephrine. During resuscitation, this beta-agonist action is thought to result in the stimulation of spontaneous myocardial contractions and an increase in the intensity of ventricular fibrillation. Contrary to this opinion, Livesay hypothesized that the inotropic effects of beta-adrenergic agonist drugs might actually be deleterious to the fibrillating heart. During fibrillation, epinephrine may increase the intramyocardial wall pressure and hence the downstream pressure for myocardial perfusion. The increase in downstream pressure would decrease coronary perfusion pressure and result in a decreased subendocardial blood flow. Beta-adrenergic stimulation might also increase the myocardial oxygen demand superimposed on the decrease in blood flow. In normally beating hearts, subendocardial blood flow occurs almost entirely during diastole. Ventricular fibrillation has been shown to simulate a period of sustained systole. Thus, during ventricular fibrillation intramyocardial wall pressure is higher, causing a decrease in myocardial perfusion pressure and blood flow. This combination of increasing oxygen demand and decreasing oxygen supply may cause further damage to an already ischemic heart.

Epinephrine has been the drug of choice for resuscitation. The administration of a pure alpha-adrenergic receptor agonist, such as phenylephrine or methoxamine, might be advantageous during CPR. These drugs, like epinephrine, cause peripheral vasoconstriction during CPR, leading to an increase in aortic diastolic pressure. However, they may not cause an increase in the oxygen demand of the heart, and thus there may be a more favorable oxygen supply:venous demand ratio in the ischemic heart. Successful resuscitation with alpha-adrenergic agonist agents has been shown in animal studies.

Some studies have shown that a pure alpha-adrenergic agonist does maintain myocardial blood flow during CPR. In a recent study, we found that high values of arterial pressure can be sustained with a continuous intravenous infusion of phenylephrine. Moreover, the high level of myocardial perfusion and low level of abdominal visceral and noncerebral cephalic perfusion were equivalent in the phenylephrine and epinephrine animal groups. The increased myocardial perfusion pressure created by infusion of either phenylephrine or epinephrine led to a 75% success rate for defibrillation with either drug. This agrees with earlier studies.

However, several studies have found that myocardial blood flow tended to be lower during CPR in animals given a pure alpha-adrenergic agonist rather than epinephrine. The arterial pressure achieved with the doses of drug in these studies was lower and may have contributed to the decrease in myocardial blood flow. Thus, the literature reveals conflicting reports on the relative merits of a pure alpha-adrenergic agonist compared to epinephrine in terms of generating coronary blood flow during CPR. Clearly, these effects on flow and metabolism still need investigation.

CEREBRAL BLOOD FLOW

The effects of alpha-adrenergic agonists on the cerebral vasculature during CPR are similar to its effects on myo-
cardiac blood flow. Epinephrine has been found to produce selective vasoconstriction in noncerebral peripheral vascular beds (fig. 2)\textsuperscript{65,68,71} Epinephrine infusion maintained higher aortic systolic and diastolic pressures for perfusing the head and brain without markedly altering right atrial or intracranial pressure.\textsuperscript{65} As described previously, in an infant piglet model of CPR, cerebral blood flow was maintained with an epinephrine infusion for 35 min of CPR.\textsuperscript{86} Another study compared epinephrine and phenylephrine in generating cerebral blood flow during CPR. In both drug groups, cerebral blood flow was maintained at prearrest levels for 20 min of CPR. In addition, cerebral oxygen uptake was sustained in both drug groups for that period without reaching maximal oxygen extraction, implying that cerebral blood flow was higher than is necessary to maintain adequate cerebral metabolism.\textsuperscript{72}

These results differ from other studies that showed superior cerebral blood flow with epinephrine compared to alpha-adrenergic agonists, phenylephrine, or methoxamine during conventional CPR in swine.\textsuperscript{69,70,73} A longer ischemia time of 10 min was allowed in those studies before commencement of CPR. The lower blood flow they achieved with either 0.1 mg/kg\textsuperscript{74} or 1 mg/kg\textsuperscript{69} of phenylephrine compared with 0.2 mg/kg of epinephrine\textsuperscript{69,74} is probably due to the lower aortic pressure achieved with these doses of phenylephrine. When a higher dose (10 mg) of phenylephrine was used,\textsuperscript{69} aortic pressure and cerebral blood flow were similar to that observed with the use of epinephrine. The potency of the higher dose of phenylephrine may be equal to that of the lower dose of epinephrine used in this study.

Cerebral oxygen demand may be stimulated by central beta adrenoreceptors if sufficient amounts of epinephrine cross the blood–brain barrier.\textsuperscript{75,76} This crossing can occur if there is mechanical disruption of the barrier or if enzymatic barriers to vasopressors are overwhelmed in the presence of tissue hypoxia.\textsuperscript{77,78} The blood–brain barrier could be disrupted during the large fluctuation of cerebral venous and arterial pressures during chest compression or by the surge of arterial pressure that may occur in a maximally dilated vascular bed after ventricular defibrillation.\textsuperscript{79} Stimulation of oxygen demand at a time when blood flow is limited during CPR could affect cerebral recovery adversely. A recent study contrasting the use of epinephrine and phenylephrine administered 9 min after fibrillation failed to detect differences in neurological deficits 24 h later.\textsuperscript{80}

**Blood–Brain Barrier**

With blood–brain barrier disruption, an alpha-adrenergic agonist may cause vasoconstriction, resulting in lowering of cerebral blood flow. Epinephrine may vasoconstrict or vasodilate cerebral vessels depending on the balance between alpha- and beta-adrenergic effects.\textsuperscript{81} In our recent study, in which cerebral ischemia was very brief, we found no evidence that epinephrine had a different effect on cerebral blood flow or cerebral oxygen uptake than phenylephrine.\textsuperscript{80} It is possible that, with more prolonged ischemia prior to the onset of CPR, the blood–brain barrier is more prone to disruption during CPR and significant amounts of high circulating adrenergic agonists will gain access to the brain.

**Dosage**

Recent investigations have attempted to determine the optimal dose of vasopressor needed during CPR. In an infant piglet model of CPR, epinephrine was administered in increasing doses of 0, 1, 10, and 100 \(\mu\)g \(\cdot\) kg\(^{-1}\) \(\cdot\) min\(^{-1}\) by constant infusion during conventional CPR. With 1 \(\mu\)g \(\cdot\) kg\(^{-1}\) \(\cdot\) min\(^{-1}\) infusion, epinephrine caused higher cerebral perfusion pressure and blood flow during CPR than before arrest. Increasing the epinephrine infusion dose to 10 or to 100 \(\mu\)g \(\cdot\) kg\(^{-1}\) \(\cdot\) min\(^{-1}\) produced no further increase in cerebral blood flow but maintained flow for a more prolonged period of CPR. Increasing the dose of epinephrine over the 1 \(\mu\)g \(\cdot\) kg\(^{-1}\) \(\cdot\) min\(^{-1}\) infusion did not increase cerebral oxygen uptake or cerebral oxygen extraction. Myocardial blood flow increased when at least 10 \(\mu\)g \(\cdot\) kg\(^{-1}\) \(\cdot\) min\(^{-1}\) was infused. Epinephrine infused at 100 \(\mu\)g \(\cdot\) kg\(^{-1}\) \(\cdot\) min\(^{-1}\) produced no further increase in myocardial blood flow.\textsuperscript{82} In an adult swine model of CPR, increasing doses of epinephrine were given, ranging from 20 \(\mu\)g/kg to 2000 \(\mu\)g/kg and a beneficial effect on cerebral and myocardial blood flow occurred when the dose was at least 200 \(\mu\)g/kg.\textsuperscript{75} The drug was given as a single bolus through a peripheral iv following a 10-min cardiopulmonary arrest and 3 min of CPR.

These studies suggest that the dose of epinephrine needed to optimize blood flow to vital organs such as brain and heart may be greater than doses recommended in current standards. The dose of epinephrine currently advocated by the American Heart Association in the Standards & Guidelines of CPR & ECC is 10 \(\mu\)g/kg (.01 mg/kg) administered every 5 min.\textsuperscript{2} The use of much higher doses of epinephrine, possibly administered by constant infusion, may be warranted in the CPR setting, since increases in regional blood flow have been seen with larger doses.

**Sodium Bicarbonate**

Sodium bicarbonate has been a mainstay of drug therapy during CPR until the most recent American Heart Association guidelines.\textsuperscript{2} The guidelines for bicarbonate use changed because of the paucity of data supporting improved outcome with its use following cardiac arrest.
Moreover, there are data indicating that bicarbonate may have a number of adverse effects.

Sodium bicarbonate is indicated for significant metabolic acidosis occurring during cardiac arrest and CPR. The metabolic acidosis seen during circulatory arrest is due to the accumulation of lactic acid and other metabolites formed during anaerobic metabolism associated with this low perfusion state.

An exacerbation of central venous acidosis during CPR has been documented in both animal and human studies. Weil et al. described an arteriovenous gradient for pH and pCO₂ during CPR, with a predominant respiratory acidemia on the venous side of the circulation. They theorized that the arterial alkalemia was due to the high ratio of pulmonary ventilation compared with perfusion during the low flow states occurring during CPR. Venous blood gases reflect the increased carbon dioxide load that develops during CPR when pulmonary and systemic blood flow are decreased. Weil's studies also assume a situation in which there is low pulmonary flow shunt so that carbon dioxide is excreted efficiently.

In these studies, no attempt was made to measure lactic acid or other metabolites during CPR. These measurements would be necessary to clarify further the acid-base status during CPR. In addition, in Weil's studies, very low intrathoracic vascular pressures were generated during CPR. Cardiac output and pulmonary blood flow could be enhanced during CPR by the use of vasopressors or other CPR modes discussed above. With an increase in pulmonary blood flow, carbon dioxide excretion might be augmented, resulting in a decrease in mixed venous pCO₂.

The metabolic acidosis that develops during a cardiac arrest and CPR may have widespread detrimental effects. Systemic acidosis compromises myocardial function by depressing diastolic depolarization, spontaneous cardiac activity, electrical threshold for ventricular fibrillation, the inotropic state of the myocardium, and cardiac responsiveness to catecholamines. More severe myocardial depression is seen with respiratory acidosis than with metabolic acidosis. Intracellular acidosis is due to the rapid entry of carbon dioxide into the cells with a slower egress from the cells of bicarbonate and hydrogen ions, resulting in a lower intracellular pH. These effects may also be seen in the brain, where carbon dioxide formed by the dissociation of bicarbonate rapidly enters neurons while there is a slower exit of hydrogen ions from the cells. If this phenomenon occurs, it may lead to cerebrospinal fluid acidemia during sodium bicarbonate therapy, which may cause CNS dysfunction.

Arterial systemic acidosis also affects the peripheral circulation, causing a decrease in systemic vascular resistance. The responsiveness of the peripheral circulation to both alpha- and beta-adrenergic stimulation is decreased with acidosis, although, with larger doses of adrenergic agents, this effect may be overcome. For instance, isoproterenol increased cardiac output in one study in the face of severe respiratory acidosis.

Lactic acidosis in cardiac arrest and CPR is thought to have important pathophysiologic consequences. The arguments for and against bicarbonate therapy in the setting of lactic acidosis were discussed recently. Stacpoole argues that the use of sodium bicarbonate is no longer warranted given the paucity of data supporting its effectiveness in clinical situations. Guerci et al. did not find that bicarbonate had a more beneficial effect in defibrillating dogs than saline. Other data indicate that the use of bicarbonate not only fails to confer benefit, but may actually be deleterious in the treatment of lactic acidosis. The mortality rate in diabetic dogs made acidoct by phenformin was no different in a bicarbonate-treated group than in a control group. These models are arguably not very applicable to clinical CPR situations. Narten and Cohen argue that bicarbonate treatment is a temporizing measure that increases a potentially lethal pH until the underlying cause of the acidosis is treated and adequate circulation is restored.

The paradox of the production of intracellular and central nervous system acidosis seen with the use of sodium bicarbonate is cited by some as an important contraindication to bicarbonate therapy. However, this phenomenon may not be clinically relevant. Recently, a group of investigators demonstrated that administering sodium bicarbonate to neonatal rabbits recovering from hypoxic lactic acidosis increased arterial pH without producing a paradoxical intracellular acidosis in the brain. Another argument against the use of alkali therapy during CPR is based on its effect on the oxygen dissociation curve. Some argue that when the curve is shifted leftward, oxygen delivery to the tissues is further decreased at a time when it is already low. The clinical relevance of this phenomenon is undetermined. In addition, the increased serum osmolality and hypernatremia that can be produced by bicarbonate administration may be deleterious in the CPR setting.

In conclusion, the use of bicarbonate for treating acidosis during cardiac arrest and CPR is still vigorously debated. All investigators agree that the most critical step in treating lactic acidosis is the identification and correction of the underlying cause. Bicarbonate administration in the CPR setting may be warranted in patients who have had a long period of cardiac arrest or who have severe acidosis and in whom an adequate airway and ventilation have been established prior to bicarbonate administration. Thus, its efficacy in clinically relevant situations needs to be defined further.
Glucose

Administering glucose during CPR is controversial at this time because of the potential detrimental effects on the brain of hyperglycemia during ischemia. Over the past decade, advances have been made in the understanding of many facets of the pathophysiology during cerebral ischemia. The association of hyperglycemia with aggravation of cerebral ischemic damage was initially reported by Myers et al.\textsuperscript{98} and confirmed subsequently by other investigators in animal models of both focal and global ischemia.\textsuperscript{99–102} These studies have all demonstrated that when hyperglycemia is produced prior to a cerebral ischemic event, the neurologic outcome is worse than in normoglycemic animal controls.

The mechanism of this worsened outcome is felt to be an increase in lactic acid in the brain. Lactic acid is produced during ischemia because of anaerobic metabolism, which is increased in a hyperglycemic milieu. The resultant acidosis aggravates neuronal injury.\textsuperscript{103} In humans, there is evidence that clinical outcome following an episode of cerebral ischemia is worsened by hyperglycemia. Pulsinelli et al. found that patients with hyperglycemia had a poorer neurologic outcome after ischemic strokes.\textsuperscript{104}

In the clinical context of cardiac arrest and advanced cardiac life support, a glucose-containing fluid is routinely administered for drug administration. A bolus of a 50% glucose solution is frequently administered to the unconscious patient to treat possible hypoglycemia as a cause of this altered state. However, hyperglycemia produced by the administration of glucose may worsen the cerebral ischemic damage already produced by the cardiac arrest and subsequent reperfusion with low cerebral blood flow. D’Aleya et al.\textsuperscript{105} demonstrated in a canine model of cardiac arrest and resuscitation that physiologic quantities of 5% glucose solution administered prior to arrest and resuscitation worsened the neurologic outcome. However, in the clinical context of cardiac arrest and resuscitation, glucose infusion begins during, rather than before, cardiac resuscitation. In another study, Lundy et al. demonstrated that the administration of glucose during, and not before, the commencement of ischemia and CPR also resulted in a higher mortality rate and worse neurologic outcome.\textsuperscript{106}

In addition, more inotropic support was required to maintain blood pressure following resuscitation in animals who received glucose.

The clinical significance of this experimental work is unclear. Nevertheless, its relevance in the setting of human cardiac arrest and resuscitation has been addressed. Longstreth et al.,\textsuperscript{107} in a retrospective study of neurologic outcome after an out-of-hospital cardiac arrest, demonstrated poorer neurological recovery in patients with a high admission blood glucose. However, in a subsequent study of out-of-hospital CPR patients, these authors suggested that the higher blood glucose levels observed in patients with poorer neurologic outcome might reflect a more prolonged and difficult resuscitation.\textsuperscript{108} Since only a minimal amount of glucose, if any, was administered before admission to the hospital, they suggested that the rise in blood glucose levels during CPR was due to the endogenous release of glucose.

In summary, the data in humans is inconclusive regarding the effect of glucose levels on neurologic outcome following CPR. Nevertheless, laboratory studies have demonstrated the adverse effects of hyperglycemia in animals suffering cerebral ischemia. Thus, it seems rational to avoid the administration of supplemental glucose during CPR unless hypoglycemia is suggested or is present.

Calcium and Calcium Channel Blockers

The use of calcium during a cardiac arrest has recently come into disrepute, primarily because of the finding that, in the setting of cardiac arrest, calcium may prevent reflow of blood into ischemic areas of the brain and heart, worsening the clinical outcome. In addition, many investigators believe that cytoplasmic calcium accumulation is the final common pathway of cell death.\textsuperscript{109,110} Moreover, inhibition of calcium accumulation following an ischemic episode preserves myocardial function,\textsuperscript{111} so calcium channel blocking agents may be more effective than calcium itself in preventing orameliorating damage during or following an ischemic event such as a cardiopulmonary arrest. Calcium channel blockers also have been shown to raise the threshold of the ischemic heart to ventricular fibrillation.\textsuperscript{112}

The calcium ion is essential in myocardial excitation-contraction coupling, in increasing contractility, and in enhancing ventricular automaticity during asystole.\textsuperscript{113} Because of these physiologic effects, calcium chloride has been recommended in the treatment of electromechanical dissociation and asystole. Evidence for the successful use of calcium in these settings, however, is lacking.\textsuperscript{114–116}

At present, the firm indication for the use of calcium during CPR is in treating patients with known hypocalcemia. This condition may be seen in patients with conditions predisposing to a decrease in total body calcium, such as hypoparathyroidism, renal failure, and pancreatitis, or when ionized calcium is decreased following a massive blood transfusion. This is seen most commonly in the operating room in patients undergoing major surgical procedures, after massive trauma, or during orthotopic liver transplantation. Calcium administration in the CPR setting should also be considered for the treatment
of cardiac arrest due to hyperkalemia, hypermagnesemia, and calcium-channel blocker overdose.116

In summary, we have attempted to review some of the controversies surrounding the practice of CPR today. There are still many questions regarding the physiologic and pharmacologic principles that affect our clinical practice of CPR. We all anxiously await answers to these questions so that the poor outcome in patients who have been resuscitated from a cardiac arrest can be improved.

The authors wish to thank Ms. Nikki Womer for her fine preparation of this manuscript.
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